Val motions to open at 7:12

Representatives for MSO related Meetings
  ● President’s Roundtable:
    ○ Did not meet this week.
  ● SG Meetings:
    ○ They presented on “middle-states” for RIT accreditation.
    ○ Everyone who is working the SG Horton event has to be at Senate this Friday.
    ○ SG approved their budget for 2015-2016 year
  ● Finance Meetings
    ○ No response to the email about time change or any response. Will see if new VP will be able to attend.
  ● Deaf Advocacy
    ○ Did not meet this past week, will meet this Thursday. Max completed his MSO survey on whether they have deaf members and has sent follow up emails about access and is looking to set up in person interviews to discuss.
  ● Q Senate
    ○ In the past week Intervarsity reached out to the Q center about looking to do an event. Met with Val briefly to discuss possible ideas. Intervarsity has a similar senate structure as us. He mentioned he was interested in doing a social event. Looking to find a time that works for both clubs. Val reached out to ritGA, however they already have a game night planned this week, they would just like a different event. ~Social event~ ~Food~ ~Fun~ ~Friends~
    ○ Asexuality awareness week is coming up, A-space would like to do buttons and chalking, has chalk but will probably need button supplies.

Newsletter (10/15)
• Sean will post on Facebook the ritGA Queer health series panel with CWAG (Charon)
• Not a gay week :(.

ImageOUT
• Opening night movie had 7 people.
• Drag becomes him had 14 people. (Deaf attendee did not know the movie was going to be interpreted rather than captioned).
• Some last minute sign ups, didn’t get there on time. In the future leave ~ 40 minutes before movie starts.
• In the future book SG vans far in advance.
• Tangerine - Last sign up day is Wednesday for ticket sign ups. Need to coordinate with Henry in order to grab the card for buying tickets.

Religious Event:
• Goals:
  ○ Meet and get to know members of the faith group
  ○ Have queer people understand these groups are opening
  ○ Greymatter discussion? Special topics (Friday at noon one week) Hot button topics have better turnout. Phrasing of discussion. Flesh out with Jeremy meeting.

T-shirts:
• No updates, see Ray’s email for feedback on logo.
• Max will forward the final logo to appropriate people

VP Position:
• Ginda Sun is our candidate for VP
  ○ Needs to undergo formal paperwork with Henry in order to be hired and officialized.
  ○ Wrangled Ginda into attending Finance Meeting.
  ○ Val and Ginda will meet in order to discuss the finer details of being VP.
Open Meeting from Sept:

- Common issue raised was freshman not being able to handle the maturity of adulthood. Brought up freshman enrichment as a possibility for talking about that. Academic support center runs them. Transfers don’t necessarily need to take it. Maybe reach out to other MSOs about allyship enrichment. -- asc@rit.edu Max will send an email for outreach. ASC has “inclusiveness” listed on website, we should press that for more information. Contact Heath/cc him in the email. Taryn would like to be present.
- Paul has done a session for RA’s in the past about queer residents with Jay, wasn’t mandatory, was part of workshop choices.
- Do students know that RIT has queer groups? What is sent home to prospective students?
- Val would like a page/pamphlet for queer related health services offered on campus, have that knowledge available and organized for students. Max should reach out and communicate with them. Betty Vickery for possible contact. bsvshc@rit.edu; ritshc@rit.edu. Henry would like to be included in the email. Ginda will go with Val.
- Paul’s group talked about sports/in group mentality and difficulties with going against the mold in a group. How positions in a group can affect group buy-in. Maybe having a speak out event for helping people feel comfortable with bringing things up. They also mentioned that students might benefit from a group rideshare for appointments/health checkups/other queer supportive tasks.

Queer Health Series:

- We should connect with Charon on this
- Paul’s idea for the event would target drug, alcohol, and substance abuse. Specifically like what abuse at college looks like what to do if you see it happening etc. Needs to somehow draw people in.

Ray requests windex for door decorations. Taryn will put it on “THE LIST”
Henry is working with athletics and recreation on welcoming Trans students into stuff, would like OUTspoken to have feedback on the proposal. (Q Senate).